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1. INTRODUCTION 
The term Phragmen-Lindelof Theorem, when applied to an elliptic partial 
differential equation, refers here to a theorem of the following type: One 
considers the set of all solutions of the differential equation in a semi-infinite 
cylinder, which satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet data on the long sides of the 
cylinder and certain a priori bounds throughout the cylinder. It is then 
concluded that the solution, or some integral norm of the solution, decays 
exponentially with distance from the face of the cylinder. Results of this type 
are given in [l] for various linear elliptic partial differential equati0ns.s 
In the mathematical theory of elasticity, Saint-Venant’s Principle may be 
regarded as a particular example of a Phragmen-Lindelof Theorem (cf. 
[41-M). 
In this paper, we first consider non-linear elliptic partial differential 
equations in two independent variables of the form 
a34 a2u -+-= ax,2 ax,2 jl p&) & + i Q&4 gg U-1) i,j=l 
where P,,(u) and Qij(u) are smooth functions of u and P,,(O) = 0. 
In particular, equations of type (1.1) arise in variational problems, such as 
the determination of stationary values of integrals of the form 
W(u) = jjp + w] [(S)” + ($)‘I 4 dx2 3 (1.2) 
* This paper contains results obtained under Grant NSF-GP-27960. 
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2 Other types of P-L theorems are given in [2] and [3]. 
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where S is a smooth function such that S(0) = 0. (See [7] for a discussion 
of these variational problems.) 
We consider Eq. (1.1) in the semi-infinite strip 
R: [(x1 , x,)/xl > 0, h > x2 > 01. 
In the special case that Pij = Qii = 0, Eq. (1.1) reduces to Laplace’s Equation 
a224 a34 - -=o. axI2 + ax,2 (1.3) 
It is well known that, if u is a solution of Laplace’s equation which is 
uniformly bounded in R, then 
In this paper, a similar result is obtained for Eq. (1 .l) under the assumptions 
that u and the first partial derivatives of u are uniformly bounded in R and 
that the bounds are sufficiently small. In the special case where Pij = Qu = 0, 
it is shown that the only assumption needed to obtain the result is that u has a 
uniform bound in R (not necessarily small). This agrees with the linear theory, 
and thereby extends the Phragmen-Lindelof Theorem for Laplace’s Equation 
into a more general class of non-linear elliptic equations. 
This result is then generalized to higher order elliptic equations of the form 
Amu = . . . . (1.4) 
where A represents the Laplacian operator in two independent variable and 
the right side of (1.4) contains quasi-linear terms in u and derivatives of u 
up to the 2m-th derivative. 
Again we consider solutions of (1.4) in the semi-infinite strip R with 
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on the sides xa = 0 and x2 = h. It is 
shown that, if sufficiently small a priori bounds are imposed upon u and the 
first m partial derivatives of u, then u and its first m - 1 derivatives must 
decay exponentially along the length of the strip R. I f  additional a priori 
bounds are imposed on all partial derivatives up to the 2m-th, then it can be 
further shown that all partial derivatives of u up to order 2m - 1 also decay 
exponentially. 
I f  the right side of (1.4) is identically zero, then these results can be obtained 
with only a uniform bound on u, which does not have to be small. 
One might suppose that results of this type should also be true for similar 
elliptic equations in more than two variables. However, the problem appears 
to be much more difficult, or, at least, not as accessible to the techniques 
employed here. Research into this problem is continuing. 
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2. GENERAL NOTATION 
From this point, tensor notation is used. The index notation is used for 
partial differentiation; that is, 
V - avlaxk ,k - 
and all indices can take on the values 1 and 2. The summation convention 
is followed so that a repeated index in the same term is to be summed over 
all values of the index. 
3. STATEMENT OF THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 1. Let Pik(u) and Qik(u) be functions of u with two continuous 
derivatives on [- E, E] such that PI2 = P,, , Q12 = Qzl and Pik(0) = 0. 
Suppose u = u(xI , 2 x ) is a solution of the partial differential equation 
U,kk = pik(u) %ik + Qik(U) %i”,k (3.1) 
in R: [(x1, x,)/x1 > 0, h > x2 > 01, with two derivatives continuous to the 
sides x2 = 0 and x2 = h, such that 
u(xl , 0) = u(xl , h) = 0 (3.2) 
and, for all (x1 , x2) E R, 
1 u(x1 , x2)1 < e < 1, (3.3a) 
1 u,k(xl > x2)1 <;. (3.3b) 
Then there exist positive constants E,, (small) and M (large) such that E < e,, 
and h/a < l/M imply that, for all (x1 , x2) E R, 
1 u(xl , x2)1 < ee-K(z1-2a)‘h, (3.4) 
where 
K=+og(M;). 
E,, and M depend only upon the smoothness properties of the functions Pik and Qik . 
If Pik = Qik = 0, then it is only necessary to require that I u(xl , x2)1 < E 
(not necessarily small) for (3.4) to be valid, where here 
with M a universal constant and a an arbitrary positive parameter. 
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4. ORDER OF MAGNITUDE NOTATION 
The symbols “0” and “0” are used here in a somewhat unconventional 
manner to indicate relative magnitudes of quantities. 
The statement A = O(B) means that there exists a constant k, which 
may depend upon P,, and Qik , but not 012 E or a, such that 1 A 1 < R 1 B / . 
The symbol “0” is used here only in conjunction with “0” and the 
expression A = O(B) + o(c) is defined to mean that there exists a function 
r(K), such that for all K sufficiently large, 
I A I G k I B I + ~(4 I C I and F-2 y(k) = 0. 
y(k) may depend upon Pi, and Qile , but is independent of E and a. 
We note that, by increasing k, it is possible to make the coefficient of 1 C j 
as small as desired at the expense of increasing the coefficient of I B 1 . 
The following relations follow easily from the definitions and are used 
throughout this paper: 
LEMMA 1. 
A = O(B) and B = O(C) * A = O(C) (4.1) 
LEMMA 2. 
A = O(B) + o(C) and C = O(D) 3 A = O(B) + o(D) (4.2) 
LEMMA 3. 
A = O(B) and B = O(C) + o(D) 3 A = O(C) + o(D). (4.3) 
LEMMA 4. 
A = O(B) + o(A) =s A = O(B). (4.4) 
The coefficient of the A term on the right of (4.4) can be made less than 
one by arbitrarily increasing the coefficient of the B term and can then be 
subtracted from the left side. 
LEMMA 5. 
j A 1 I B I = O(A2) + o(B2). 
This is in effect a restatement of the inequality 
21~lIBI~kIA12+1/kIB12 
valid for all k > 0. 
(4.5) 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first introduce two functions 1+4~,~(xr) and H8,A(~1), which also depend 
upon two positive parameters 6 and h in the following way: 
h,Ah) = 1 for I x1 - 5 I < &A, 
hh) = 0 for 1 x1 - 5 1 > /\. 
#EVA is monotonic when &A < / x1 - 6 / < ;\ and is infinitely differentiable 
at every value x1 , 
fMxJ = 1 for I xi - .! I < h, 
f&Ah) = 0 for I xi - [ I > h. 
We then have the relations 
!k&d G fL(Xl) G 1, (5-l) 
&,dxd G k2dXl) G 1. (5.2) 
Also, 
I Ib;,Aw = 0 (f 4&l)) 
I v%(x,>l = 0 (& %(x,)) 
and it is easily shown that 
(5.3a) 
(5.3b) 
(5.3c) 
In the following, 4 is held fixed at some value 5 > 2a and we write 
vW4 = 4e,n(x1> and H&4 = %,A(x~>, supp ressing until later the depend- 
ence on 5. 
We multiply (3.1) by $a2(~1) u(x r , ~a) and integrate over R so that 
We now integrate by parts and note that I,IJ~~u is zero everywhere on the 
boundary of R. Thus, 
(5.4) 
- S,, 1Cla2[PdU) + ~f’X(u)l %iU,k + JS, #:uQikU,iU,k *
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Since Pip(u) is a smooth function such that Pik(0) = 0, and j u ( < c 
I Pik(4 = 00 24. I) = O(E) (5.5) 
and therefore, for E sufficiently small, 
IIS @[Pik(U) + uP:k(u)] w&k < 4R I ss R vv%k%k * (5.6) 
Since Qik = O(l), and noting (4.5), we have that 
js, $aP~Qi$w~,lc = js, [kzwl Wa~Qilcl 
= 0 (JJ’, ib,%P,,ue) + 0 (J,, $kT%k%k) * 
Then, (3.3b) implies that 
Again, from (4.5), 
and from (5.3), 
Applying Eqs. (5.6), (5.7), and (5.8) to (5.4), we see that 
1 
-sI 2 R $b%k%k = 0 ($ SJ-, H,f) + 0 (ss, 04k%k) 3 
which, together with (4.4), implies 
(5.9) 
We next obtain estimates for the integral norms of the second derivatives 
of u. Differentiation of (3.1) with respect to x1 gives 
U ,kkl = pik,(“) %ikl + p:k(u) %l%k + @k(U) %l%k (5.10) 
+ f&s(U) u,i%lcl + Q6W WW~k - 
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We note that I,!I,~u,~ is zero everywhere on the boundary of R. Then, multi- 
plying (5.10) by A *u,~ and integrating over R, we obtain 
SJ‘ R 1Cr,2Umc%lk = - 2 j j, AL*a'%1%11 + j jR *,2uzikuml 
+ jjR 4~a'Q,lQiAu) u,lU,i**Jc * 
Now, 
IS 54&klU>ll = R 0 (jj, K341) + 0 ( jjR ,,e&) 9 
while, 
ss R * /2 2 au,1 = j jR Kx2w41 
From (5.3c), 
=- s.i R &2%llu - 2 jj, $42’Kiw* 
so that 
?K2 = 0 (& uq 7 
SJ‘ R #%11u = 0 ($ j jR f&hJ411) 
= 0 (f j j, FLU”) + 0 (j jR you’ll) . 
Also, 
ss R 4Ja’ew = 0 (j jR K2u2) + 0 (j jR g%q 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
= 0 (f jjR H,u”) + 0 (j I, Kvl) - 
By combining (5.14) and (5.15) with (5.13), and then noting (4.4), we have 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
IS R (clau~l = 0 (~ j jR H,u”) + 0 (j jR you’ll) . (5.16) 
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Then, from (5.12) and (5.16), 
IS R &z~a’w411 = 0(f jjR ZP’) + 0 (js, ~Xl) * 
Since Pik(u), Qik(u) and QiR(u) are all O(l), Eq. (4.5) implies 
(5.17a) 
IS 
#a%iP;k(U) %i%tk = 
R 
j j ,  [f &z%i] [d&iP;k(u) %ikl 
= 0 (-& jjR A34i%i) + 0 (02 jjR ~a2%%P,ikU?~k) 
and from (3.3b) and (5.9), 
IS $a‘$,p;k(u) %l%ik = R 0 (-$ jjR f&u’) + o (js, &%ikU,ik)* (5.17b) 
Similarly, 
ss R +a2@&(U> [%il”,k + u&kll = o (f Is, Hauz) + o (/JR $&ik%k) 
(5.17c) 
and 
ss R~,2u,,Qkk(u)~,lu,,~,k = 0 (&j-s, #."ul") 
(5.17d) 
To estimate the term lj #a 2~,1Pik~,ikl in (5.1 I), we first integrate by parts 
to obtain 
By an argument similar to that used to obtain Eqs. (5.17b) and (5.17c), 
IS $b2%1P;k%kU,il = 0 7 
( ’ jjRHau2) + O (jjR~a%iku~ik) * 
Pik(u) = O(l u I) = O(E) and thus, for E sufficiently small, 
$a2PikU,1kU,il < $? R #a2U,ikU,ik . 
I ss 
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Therefore, 
( jjR *a%lPikUNcl 1 G ii (j j $a%rU,it) + O (5 jj, Hau2) 
+ 0 (j jR ~3:~j + o (j jR ~~~~~~~~~~~ .
Equations (5.16) and (5.9) then imply 
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Application of the estimates in Eqs. (5.17) to (5.11) yields 
1 
z IS R *a2u m%Jc = 0 (f j j, fw) + 0 (j jR w,&b) ) 
which implies, 
IS R ~a2%1K%lk = 0 (f j jR fb2) + 0 (j jR ~a2w4ik) * 
(5.17e) 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
Equation (5.19) gives an estimate for all second derivative terms except 
u,22 . To obtain this estimate, we return to the original equation, (3.1), which 
says that 
%22 = - u,n + p22(4 ~22 + Pm(4 um + Q&) u,iu>lc . (5.20) 
Since PJu) and Qik(u) are O(l), by q s uaring both sides of (5.20) and inte- 
grating over R, we obtain, 
ss R h3e22 = 0 (j jR 041E%k) + 0 (j j ,  P3?2%2) 
(5.21) 
+ 0 (j jR YY4i%w,kj > 
which, because of (3.3b), implies 
ss h2~:22 = 0 R US R h%lkf4lk) + 0 (j jR 4Ja2~~2W uT22) 
(5.22) 
+ 0 (& j jR (cIa2w~k) * 
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Since 
for E sufficiently small. Then, 
II R ?43e22 = 0 (jjR h%lkf4lk) + 0 (f j j  t434kUsk) - (5.23) 
Now, by combining (5.23), (5.19) and (5.9), we have 
(5.24) 
We next wish to estimate the third derivatives of u. As a first step, we 
differentiate (3.1) twice with respect to x1 . This produces an equation of the 
form 
u 9kkll = PikW Gkll + ... (5.25) 
where the three dots indicate the remaining terms which come from the 
differentiation. 
In a manner similar to what was done before, we multiply (5.25) by $2u,ll 
ad integrate JJi A2~,11u,kkll by parts, taking note of the fact that #a2~,11 
is zero on the boundary of R. We obtain thereby 
J-s *lZ2u ,llk%llk = ***Y (5.26) 
where here the three dots represent the remaining terms of the equation 
which are then estimated by the same methods that were used above. To 
obtain an estimate for z~,~~r, we differentiate (3.1) with respect to X, to obtain 
u ,221 = - %lll ... + (5.27a) 
and, to estimate u,222 , we differentiate (3.1) with respect to x2 to obtain 
U 922% = - %112 ... + (5.27b) 
wlll and upl12 are known from (5.26) and the other terms in (5.27) 
are estimated by the same techniques that were used to obtain the estimate 
for the second derivative terms. 
The work indicated above finally yields 
js, ~a2%iiku,ijk = 0 ($ js, HaU,k%k) + 0 (4 js, ffaU2) . (5.28) 
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In order to estimate the term JJRHau,k~,k in(5.28),we now use the relations 
jjR *,B%ijkU,ijk = 0 (+ jjR Ps4kUjk) + 0 (f jjR H,ue) * (5.30) 
and, from (5.9), with a replaced by 2a, 
SI R *a2u ,iik%iik = 0 (f jjR H,&2) * (5.31) 
Equations (5.9), (5.24), and (5.31) together with (5.29), provide the follow- 
ing estimates: 
(5.32b) 
(5.32~) 
Here, we have reintroduced the parameter 5 > 2a, which had been 
temporarily suppressed. 
We shall now use Sobolev’s Inequality to obtain a pointwise estimate for 
the first derivatives of u. The two-dimensional version of Sobolev’s Inequality 
says that, if 0(x1 , x2) is a twice continuously differentiable function of x1 and 
xs defined in a circular segment S of side d and angle w with vertex (xr”, xzo), 
then 
I 4Q”, ~2”>1” < ; -$ l [ l jj w2 + jj %w,k + d2 jj %k%k] * (5.33) 
(For a proof, cf. Courant-Hilbert, Vol. 2 [S]). 
For our purpose, we apply Sobolev’s Inequality to u,~ at the point (5, x2) 
with d = $a and w = arctan(2hla). We assume h/a < +, which implies that 
w > h/u. Then, we have 
598 
and so 
where 
Now, from 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
Because u2 is uniformly bounded by c2, Eq. (5.35) implies 
or 
%(S, x2) Ui(4, x2) = 0 ($) > 
Now, 
and so 
2+(x1 , x2) 2+(x1 , x2) = 0 (f) for xi > 2~. 
22 
@I ,x2) = s U&I> t) dt 0 
24(x1 , x2) = 0 (6 i) , for x1 > 2~2. (5.36) 
This means that there exists a constant M, which depends only upon the 
functions Pik and Qik such that 
I 4x1, ~211 -=z M f  l 9 for xi > 2a. (5.37) 
Let us now consider R2, , the subdomain of R in which xi > 2a. In this 
subdomain, the same differential equation, boundary conditions, and a 
priori estimates which were used to obtain (5.37) are still applicable, except 
that the uniform estimate for u has been improved if M(h/a) < 1; that is, 
in Rza , we have M(h/a) E as an upper bound for 1 u(xi , x2)1 instead of E. 
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Therefore, in R,, , we may repeat the argument that was used above, with 
E replaced by M(h/a) E. We would then obtain 
I 4x1 , x2)1 < 6 5 I> ( 1 for xi > 4a. 
Repeating the argument n times, we see that 
1 24(x1 , x2)/ < 6 (5)” for x1 > 2na 
which implies 
with 
Iu(x1x2)1 ,<Eexp [-Kr*)] 
K=-tflog(M$). 
(5.38) 
If Pik = Qik = 0, then the a priori estimates (3.3b) and (3.3~) are not 
needed and E does not have to be small, since these conditions were used 
only to deal with the non-linear terms in (3.1). Therefore, in (5.38), a becomes 
an arbitrary positive parameter, which gives an optimal value for K, when 
a = Meh. 
6. HIGHER ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS 
THEOREM. Consider solutions of an elliptic equation of order 2m in the strip 
R of the following form : 
A% = u >klklkzkz~~.k,k, 
V-5.1) 
= P~~k~‘...k,,U,klkz...k,, + f P~lk~‘...k,,U,k,k,...kjUkj+~kj+~...k~~, 
j=l 
where 
P&k;‘...&, = 0. 
(The summation convention is still being used for the subscripts.) 
Assume that u satisfies homogeneous Dirichlet data at x2 = 0 and x, = h, 
that the functions PLIkr)...,kztn belong to C$:c, , and that, throughout R, 
IUI <E<l, (6.2a) 
I 11 rklk2...k, p = 1, 2 ,..., m. (6.2b) 
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Then, ;f  E and h/a are suficiently small, u and the $rst m - 1 derivatives of u 
must decay exponentially in x1 . The requisite upper bounds for E and h/a which 
determine the exponential rate of decay, depend only upon the smoothness 
properties of the functions Pilk.1Kz,...ek2m . 
Theorem 2 can be proved by the same techniques that were used for 
Theorem 1. As a first step, we multiply Eq. (6.1) by (Cla2U and integrate by 
part to obtain an equation of the form 
Sf R *a2U,klk,...k,U,k,kez..‘k, = ..’ * (6.3) 
The terms on the right side of (6.3) are estimated with the use of Eqs. (6.2) 
and the fact that the Dirichlet boundary data for u on the long sides of R are 
homogeneous. We are able to obtain estimates for the integral norms of all 
the derivatives of u, up to order m, of the following type: 
ss 1L,2U R ‘kl~-kpU?kl-kp =O(&//RHau2) (p=1,2 ,..., m). (6.4) 
When x1 > a, Sobolev’s Inequality then provides a pointwise estimate for u 
and all derivatives of u up to order m - 2 of the form 
Iu ?klk,...k, I = 0 (5) (p = 1,2 ,..., m - 2). 6.5) 
We note that all derivatives of u with respect to x1 also satisfy homogeneous 
Dirichlet conditions at x2 = 0 and xa = h. Therefore, we next differentiate 
(6.1) with respect to xi , multiply by zja2u,i , integrate by parts, and proceed in 
a manner similar to what we did for Theorem 1 to obtain further estimates 
for higher derivatives. By differentiating (6.1) with respect to x1 two times and 
applying these techniques, we obtain 
IU >klk,...k, 1=0(--g) (6.6) 
for p = 1, 2,..., m when xi > 2a. 
The homogeneous conditions at x2 = 0 and x2 = h then imply that, for 
x1 > 2a, 
IU ?k1k2...k, (x1 ) x2)/ = 0 [-g ($)“-J = 0 [-& (g-*1 
and 
(p = 1, 2, 3 ,..., m - 1) (6.7a) 
(6.7b) 
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Thus, in the region in which x1 > 2a, the a priori estimates for u and the 
derivatives of u up to order m - 1 have been improved if E and h/a are 
sufficiently small. That is, the original bounds are multiplied by a number 
less than one, and, by a repetition of the argument, it follows that, for 
x1 > 2na, the bounds are multiplied by this number raised to the n-th power, 
which is equivalent to exponential decay in x1 as xi + + co in R. 
I f  the functions Pj&. ..,k. are equal to zero, (6.1) reduces to the linear 
equation 
A”u = 0 
and here, it is only necessary to assume that 1 u 1 < E (not necessarily small) 
to obtain the result since the a priori estimates (6.2b) are needed only to 
deal with the non-linear terms. 
THEOREM 3. If Eq. (6.2b) is also valid for p = 1,2 ,..., 2m, and 
then u and theJirst 2m - 1 derivatives of u decay exponentially as x1 -+ CO in R. 
With these extra conditions, it is possible to obtain estimates for integral 
norms of the form (6.4) up to p = 2m + 2. This leads to pointwise estimates 
of the following form for p < 2m and x1 > 2ma, by means of Sobolev’s 
Inequality: 
lu ?klkt...kp (p = 1, 2 ,..., 2m). (6.8) 
Because of the homogeneous boundary conditions, we can next obtain 
estimates of the form 
1 Uklk2-.k,(X1 , x 2 )I = 0 [+ (y”-“1 
= 0 [-& (f)2mp’] (6’9a) (p = 1,2, 3,..., 2m - 1) 
and 
I UC%, x2)1 = 0 [E ($,““] , (6.9b) 
in the region in which x1 > 2ma. 
As before, a repeated use of this argument leads to the conclusion that u 
and its first 2m - 1 partial derivatives decay exponentially as x -+ + co in R, 
if E and h/a are sufficiently small. 
40914313-3 
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The following property of the derivatives of order less than or equal to 
2m - 1 was used: 
If p < 2m - 1, then for every x1 > 0, and every k1 , K, ,..., k, , there 
exists x2* E [0, h] such that 
u?k,k,...k, (XI , x2*> = 0. 
This is true because of the homogeneous Dirichlet data and the Mean 
Value Theorem. 
Note added in proof. The theorems of the type presented in this paper are also 
known as spatial decay theorems. The following references to work that has been done 
on such theorems were recently brought to the author’s attention. Edelstein, W. S., 
On Saint-Venant’s principle in Linear Viscoelasticity, Arch. Rat. Mech. Anal. 36 
(1970), 366-380; Edelstein, W. S., A spatial decay estimate for the heat equation, 
2. Angew. Math. Phys. 20 (1969), 900-905; Edelstein, W. S., Further study of spatial 
decay estimates for semilinear parabolic equations, J. Math. Anal. Appl. 35 (1971), 
577-580. 
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